Getting Acquainted with Your
NOTEABLE™ Singing Mask
™

Before you do anything else:
Wash and air dry your Noteable mask, using unscented soap or detergent.
With a permanent marker, write your identification mark on the inside label.

Putting on your Noteable mask:

Final adjustment:

1. Hold the mask with the Made in
USA label facing you. Gently bend* the
nose strip at the top of the mask into a
U-shape with the open end facing you.

Front
of
mask

2. Place the ear loops over and around
each ear. Tighten the ear loops using
the small sliders. Do not overtighten.

Ideally, the bottom of
your mask should be
about two fingers away
from your chin.
Too high:
Loosen ear
loops.
Tighten
bottom
straps.

3. Shape the nose strip to your face,
especially along the sides of the nose.
Readjust ear loops for comfortable fit.

Too low:
Tighten ear
loops.
Loosen
bottom
straps.

4. Tie the bottom straps behind your
neck. Do not overtighten.

*Avoid bending the metal nose strip
repeatedly.

Wash and air dry your Noteable mask between uses.
Note: This mask is NOT a substitute for medical grade N-95 personal protective equipment
(PPE). No mask can be guaranteed to stop the spread of COVID-19. However, using the Noteable
Singing Mask while following recommended CDC guidelines lowers that risk. Because of the
mask’s individual hygiene nature, all sales are final.
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More about Your
NOTEABLE™ Singing Mask
This mask was developed with help from a group of singers who were devastated that choral
music was curtailed by the COVID-19 pandemic. Not sing? Who could imagine such a thing?
After testing several designs and prototypes, and with input and feedback from singers,
directors, aerosol engineers, and many others, we arrived at the mask you are holding.
We hope this mask will help you once again experience the joy of singing and of sharing that
joy with others!
Your mask has been designed especially for singers to:
• Reduce or eliminate the frontal aerosol plume
• Direct exhaled air downward into mask material
• Provide an unobstructed breathing pathway
• Project the sound of singing outward
• Be comfortable to wear for extended periods of time
• Provide safety for the singer and for those nearby
The Noteable mask features a patent-pending design incorporating a double-arch fabric
arrangement to create and maintain a breathing space in front of your nose and mouth.
Take a deep breath while wearing the mask. If the mask is not fully expanded in front, you may
feel some fabric moving toward your mouth. In that case, just reach inside the mask and gently
push the front out to create the breathing space. Isn’t it wonderful to breathe so freely?
You may hear your own singing more prominently while wearing the Noteable mask. This is a
normal perception because of the acoustical qualities of the mask design.
The Noteable mask has been tested for filtration collection efficiency by Colorado State
University, with results indicating that the filtration of the mask captures more than 80% of
aerosol particles three micrometers in diameter or larger.
The design at the bottom of the Noteable mask is a distinguishing feature to capture aerosol
particles moving downward. This feature was tested in an aerosol engineering laboratory at
Baylor University, with results showing that no particles three micrometers in diameter or larger
were detected beneath the mask.
Now that you are acquainted with your Noteable mask, let’s get back to singing!
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